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The intelligent controller products, accessories include:
1. Controller (the receiving host) 1
2. Infrared remote control of a
3. Power cord + solenoid valve cable (2 meters) a group of
4. Sensor cable (2 meters) a group (with Chuck)
5. Aluminum foil 1 (enhanced sensor used)
6. 100KΩ a group of green power (5V output signal line in parallel with)
7. Yellow Electric Group 220KΩ 1 (12V output signal line in parallel with)

Installation:
Control box has two group line group, (3) power cord + electromagnetic valve line (4) sensor
wire

Power lines: red lines need to access 12V permanent positive charge. (Power to keep the
setting permanent memory.)

Positive power supply +

Power Negative - Solenoid valve power cord

Control box socket 1 RPM signal cable connected

Control box socket 2
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Take out the fuse boxes in a permanent positive charge to facilitate the placement line
group.

When opened fire without identifying 12V permanent
positive charge.

Roots fuse, and find the fuse before the pole and
posterior pole.
Will control the positive power supply and fuse box
connected with the posterior pole.

The positive of blue line and red were

connected respectively.

Plug it back in the fuse and control box power cord
in order.

The control box ground wire (-) and the body bond
strap connection.

Then complete lines, the control box socket measuring
whether the left legs are 12V.
Note: Do not take anti-are negative, such as reversed
polarity will cause damage to the controller, and may
result in damage to vehicle electronic control
components.
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Sensor line: sensor cable has a clip to clip on the ignition cable (non-12V positively charged),
the signal line of cars is available accessories Aluminum foil and coated, to increase the
intensity of induction signal.

Injection signal line (non-12V positively charged), the signal line of cars is available
accessories Aluminum foil and coated, to increase the intensity of induction signals.

High voltage (in winding way, increase the intensity of the signal induction, and anti-clip
sensor wire clip to facilitate the signal line are fixed).

Electromagnetic valve lines: solenoid valve directly connected to the output.
Note: This controller is designed for the normally closed, solenoid valve will result in
reversed polarity switch for moving the contrary, please confirm first solenoid valve device is
normally closed or normally open, in order to facilitate the controller for moving normal.

Add relay can control the solenoid valve closed (the host is not closed conditions to avoid
the waste of energy), so the relay power (blue line) positive, then the keys need to have
power turned on, the key is turned off the power be turned off while the relay .
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Operation:
1:
ON: Press the first time boot standby (red lights)
Function: Standby or set the RPM and valve switch
Perform other key functions.
By the second time for the automatic Auto mode (green lights).
Functions: the implementation of the RPM target user
Control valve actuator, the other function keys are
Can not be performed.

2:
POWER OFF: Shut Down
Function: Controller to sleep without any action on the next boot is still
one of the following settings.
Note: If access non-permanent positive charge, will result in power
failure can not remember, need to re-set.
Please also turn off the engine shutdown when the host power supply.

3:
SET-MEMO ON: (in red in standby mode, the operation of this button)
Function: Set the RPM limit target value, when the RPM go to the goal
value, click on that memory RPM limit target value, the valve can be
controlled above this RPM target value for the open.

4:
SET-MEMO OFF: (on the red light standby mode, the operation of this
button)
Function: Set the RPM limit target value, when the RPM go to the goal
value, click on that memory minimum target RPM, the valve can be
controlled below this RPM is off target.
Note: The implementation of the automatic opening and closing the
valve function, these two need to set the target, the absence of such
two-target, the controller will not work properly function.

5:
ON / OFF: (on the red light standby mode, the operation of this button)
Function: Press the first (blue lights, control boxes along the right side
of the green LED will light) Can force the valve open; according to the
second (blue light off) can force the closure of the valve.
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Assembly example:
First of all, the power supply and solenoid valve line group set a fixed well, and then insert
the controller and start to ensure that the control of normal.

Press the ON mode of operation the first step switch (red
light), enter standby mode and test power supply is normal.

Step Five Press the mode of operation of ON / OFF switch,
to force the valve open or closed to test whether the valve
actuation normal.

1, when the signal line after line group is set up into the
control box, you can set the RPM switch valve target.

The first step in the mode of operation state (red light), the
throttle to 3000RPM, press the mode of operation the third
step SET-MEMO ON switch, the control will open the valve
when the memory more than 3000RPM.

The first step in the mode of operation state (red light), the
throttle to 2000RPM, press the mode of operation the third
step SET-MEMO OFF switch, the controller will close the
valve when the following memory 2000RPM.

1, Set up, and then press ON switch mode of operation the first
step into the automatic Auto mode (green light) control box will
automatically detect memory and RPM, the implementation of
the user to set the target RPM control valve actuation.
When the engine speed reaches 3000RPM above (blue light
next to the green LED lights up), or on behalf of the valve have

been fixed in the open state.
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When the engine speed lower than 2000RPM below, (change
green light blue light goes out, next to the green LED goes out),
or on behalf of the valve have been fixed in the closed state.

First, if you want to force the control valve to open or close, switch to the ON mode of
operation the first step switch (red light) and press enter standby mode of operation the fifth
step of the ON / OFF switch, to force the valve open and Close.

Forced open (blue lights, next to the green LED will light
up).

Forced off (blue light goes red light, next to the green
LED goes out) and enters the standby state.

※ Remarks:

1, when the signal source enough for control sensor, the sensor line can be tied to the way
wound signal source, turns more and more tightly bound solid degree, induction also
increases.
2, ignition signal various design is not nearly the same, for some vehicles can not sense the
clarity of the signal, try switching to try different cylinder ignition signal line or fuel injection
signal line to avoid receiving bad.
3, to avoid signal induction, and which also may try to parallel way, directly to pick up the
signal and the sensing line connected to the middle of resistance against the current too
strong, 5V signal lines with a 100K ohm resistor (green), 12V signal lines with a 220K ohm
resistor (yellow).

Pulling the alligator clip and connected to the resistance.
100K resistor is used for the green signal output 5V!
Yellow is a 220K resistor to use in the signal output 12V!
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Signal lines between the two units are required to open the parallel wiring protection film.

Devices with electrical tape after the adhesive fixed, do not
use parts of the aluminum foil adhesive tape to avoid leakage
or other damage.

New Relay (A) Description:
Current hosts Open: 0.02 A
Host off current: 0.02 A
Solenoid valve opens current: 0.3 ~ 0.35A

※When the valve is then tested (NC) test, so the program is suitable for normally-off valve

design.
If the host is in manual mode, the solenoid valve forced on (blue light), and in the engine
shutdown, the solenoid valve is a continuous supply of power, then this time in the current
consumption is about 0.3 ~ 0.35A.
The host to shut down after the vehicle stalled, the current consumption 0.02A, if the
shutdown, the host did not want to shut down, you must use the relay (A), the relay coil end
(1) then fire 12V and ground (2), hosts connected to the electromagnetic switch Valve 12V
positive (three), the other end connected to the solenoid valve positive (4).

Photos separate line relay (591227) Relay group assembled with the host line graph
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1. Blue Line termination

power key is turned on

the booming (+) 12V

2. Black grounded

pole (a) of the
4. The red line to the solenoid

valve for a positive termination

3. One end of the red line to the

solenoid valve 12V positive host


	The positive of blue line and 
	red were 
	connected respectively.

